In this paper it is shown that every idempotent, selfadjoint linear endomorphism in a finite-dimensional normed Boolean vector space has its norm as an eigenvalue. A completely algebraic proof is also given for the fact that every linear endomorphism in such a space possesses a maximal vector.
ABSTRACT.
In this paper it is shown that every idempotent, self- Proof. If g, h, k £ G*, and T* exists, then for g/ h, iTg, k)iTh, k) = (g, T*k)ih, T*k) = 0 so that iTg, Th) = 2fc(Tg, k)(Th, k) = 0.
Conversely, if iTg, Th) = 0 for g 4 h, then iTg, k)(Th, k) = 0 for g 4 h and define T*k = Sg(Tg, k)g so that ÍT*k, g) = iTg, k) = (k, Tg) fot all g, M =Z (HTg. k)\ -2Ä(» r**)\ =£|r*g| = [r*|.
Terminology.
If T* exists, we shall henceforth say that 7* is adjointable.
Lemma 2.3. // T is adjointable, then TT* and T*T are projections.
Thus, if T is selfadjoint, then T is a projection.
Proof. By linearity, we have that for each g £ G*, We now show that a vector which is an eigenvector of both T and T* has the same eigenvalues with respect to both transformations.
Further, if
T is normal, we show that T and T* have the same eigenvectors. Proof. Let x be an eigenvector of T. We know then that Tx -|Tx|x so that T*Tx = T*(|Tx|x) = |Tx|T*x. By Lemma 2.3, T*Tx = Ax for some A £ B.
And since T is normal, |Tx| = |T*x| (Lemma 2.6). Thus, Ax = |Tx|T*x = |T*x|T*x = T*x and so x is an eigenvector of T*. Similarly, every eigenvector of T* is an eigenvector of T and it now follows from Theorem 2.7 that T and T* have the same eigenvalues.
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